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NOCSAE Issues Consumer Alert About “KSONE” Lacrosse Balls
OVERLAND PARK, Kan. (June 5, 2019) – The National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment
(NOCSAE) is warning lacrosse players, coaches and teams to avoid purchasing or using lacrosse balls with the
“KSONE” brand.
NOCSAE has determined that lacrosse balls bearing the “KSONE” brand are being sold and distributed with the
NOCSAE name and/or the SEI logos that indicate the ball is properly certified and meets NOCSAE standards.
However, there is no version of “KSONE” brand lacrosse balls that meets the NOCSAE standard or has been
certified by Safety Equipment Institute. These balls may be sold online with a promo that states they are
“independently certified”. This is a false and misleading statement. Following are some examples of “KSONE” brand
lacrosse balls that feature misleading and inaccurate information and logos:

NOCSAE encourages consumers that have purchased these products to contact the company, store or website
that sold the balls. Consumers should not rely solely on the presence of on-ball marking to assess whether lacrosse
balls meet the NOCSAE standard. To ensure products have been certified to the NOCSAE standard, NOCSAE
recommends checking the name of the manufacturer and the ball model against the certified product list available
on the SEI website (www.seinet.org).
Without proper testing and certification to the NOCSAE standard, lacrosse balls could pose safety risks for players.
US Lacrosse, the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and the National Federation of State High School
Associations (NFHS) require that all balls used in lacrosse games meet the NOCSAE standard to help protect
players from potential safety risks. In addition, all three governing bodies strongly encourage the use of balls that
meet the NOCSAE standard for practice games. The NOCSAE standard for newly manufactured lacrosse balls
includes specifications and performance requirements related to weight, density, size and other quality controls.
NOCSAE will continue to provide updates on this issue as new information becomes available. More information
on all NOCSAE standards is available at www.nocsae.org.
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About NOCSAE
NOCSAE, the National Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment, is an independent and nonprofit standards development body with the
mission to enhance athletic safety through scientific research and the creation of performance standards for athletic equipment. Formed in 1970, NOCSAE
is a leading force in the effort to improve athletic equipment and, as a result, reduce injuries. NOCSAE efforts include the development of performance and
test standards for football helmets, gloves and facemasks, baseball and softball batter’s and catcher’s helmets, baseballs and softballs, ice hockey helmets,
soccer shin guards, lacrosse helmets and facemasks, and polo helmets. NOCSAE is comprised of a board of directors representing stakeholders from a
number of groups – including consumer and end users, equipment manufacturers and reconditioners, athletic trainers, coaches, equipment managers, and
academic and sports medicine associations. These diverse interests have joined forces in an attempt to arrive at a common goal of reducing sports-related
injuries. NOCSAE is a nonprofit, charitable organization supported by individuals and organizations with an interest in athletics. For more information,
please visit www.nocsae.org.

